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We started #SEOWeek four years ago as an ode to 
our unofficial mascot, Albert Einstein. 

Einstein's birthday falls on Pi Day, or March 14 each 
year. 

We celebrate Einstein’s never-ending search for 
answers with our own week dedicated to search. 

Enjoy and welcome to #SEOWeek 4.0!

ABOUT #SEOWEEK
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DECODING WHAT MAKES PEOPLE CLICK

PAID SEARCH | SEO | DISPLAY 
PAID SOCIAL | AMAZON | MARTECH



ABOUT NETELIXIR
OUR TEAM: 120+ fanatically 
analytical search marketers, 
operating in three countries.

OUR PARTNERSHIPS: Google 
Premier Partner, Bing Select 
Agency, & UPS Exclusive Partner.

OUR VALUE:  We help you own the 
search bar with our high touch, high 
tech approach to online customer 
acquisition. 



CUSTOMERS DON’T CARE ABOUT 
YOUR SILOS



EMERGING BEST 
PRACTICE: 
CUSTOMER 
JOURNEY 

MOMENTS OF 
TRUTH



• The AIDA linear model is dead!
• You must identify moments of truth for your 

specific customer journeys, and match those to 
marketing channels best suited to address them.

MOMENTS OF TRUTH 
ARE CRITICAL



• Omni-channel helps offer customers a seamless 
shopping experience. 

• Focused on retailers it is empowered by 
centralized data management.

• The model emerged to cater to a customer centric 
world.

• Bottomline: Retailers have to be available where 
the customers want to be.

THE OMNI-CHANNEL 
APPROACH



• Modern consumers can, and will, interact with 
retail products from a variety of channels.

• It’s your job to connect those shopping 
experiences and make them as seamless as 
possible.

• The price tag can be $1 or $10,000 consumers 
want a shopping experience that is friction free.

OFFERING A 
SEAMLESS SHOPPING 

EXPERIENCE



• Many agencies and ad networks are using key 
phrases like ‘micro-moments’, ‘customer journey’ 
and ‘retargeting’ plus ‘affinity groups’. These 
phrases are usually paid references. 

Where does SEO come into the omnichannel 
strategy?

• Google defines omnichannel as: “ensuring 
[retailer] marketing strategies are geared toward 
enabling customers to convert on any channel.”

WHAT DOES THIS 
MEAN FOR 
RETAILERS?

https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/articles/omni-channel-shoppers-an-emerging-retail-reality.html


• According to Jumpshot, “… the CTR of organic 
results is nearly 20x the CTR of paid results.”

THE ROLE OF 
ORGANIC IN 

OMNICHANNEL



• However, the problem is a lot of searches are now 
leading to no clicks!

• Even if you rank #1 you are losing clicks.
• Conversions and revenue are replacing leads and 

traffic as the most important indicators.

THE ROLE OF 
ORGANIC IN 

OMNICHANNEL



EARNED, OWNED & PAID: THE 
DIGITAL TRIFECTA



• Image source: titangrowth.com/newsarticles/trifecta.html

CREATING AN 
OMNICHANNEL 

STRATEGY



• Consider hiring an agency that can help you 
across your individual acquisition channels – think 
integrated for search, social, and marketplaces.

• Stop focusing strictly on the ROI of each channel 
– instead, start thinking about the ROI of different 
customer journeys. 

• Anticipate and guide the customer journeys: 
– How could they interact with my brand? (Research)
– How are they interacting with my brand now? (Analytics)
– How should they interact with my brand? (Strategy)

CREATING AN 
OMNICHANNEL 

STRATEGY



Single touchpoint attribution makes little sense in 
world of multi-touchpoint customer journeys. 

ANALYZING 
OMNICHANNEL 

DATA



• Your SEO team works on specific keyword set, 
securing you the top three positions 

• Despite these positional increases, you are not 
seeing organic revenue grow.

• Silo View Conclusion: SEO is not working.

A COMMON 
MISCONCEPTION



• But consider this: Could users be clicking your 
ad instead? Do two listings on one page actually 
improve your chances of CTR? 

A COMMON 
MISCONCEPTION



NEW REPORT IN 
ADWORDS SHOWS 
ORGANIC + PAID



CONVERSION 
PATH REPORT IN 

ANALYTICS



ATTRIBUTION REPORT 
SHOWS VALUE OF 

CHANNEL BY 
POSITION. 



• Consider using different tactics to support all the 
channels.

• For example: Use paid to test which keywords will 
be worth going after in SEO.

• Use long-tail SEO keyword research to find new 
“high purchase intent” keyword opportunities for 
paid.

• If you’re active in social advertising and 
marketplaces, find where these channels fit into 
your customer journeys as well. 

• Amazon Brand Store is definitely a must have for 
data gathering as well.

MAXIMIZING PROFIT 
& GROWTH



• Consider the context of each data point: the 
channel, audience, industry and moment is 
essential to find valuable insights.

UNDERSTANDING 
YOUR DATA



• Brand messaging should be consistent across all 
channels. 

• Changing your message across channels creates 
confusion for your customers – get on the same 
page!

• The visuals, messaging, tone, pricing, offers and 
any other prompts must be the same across your 
channels – coordination is a must.

DON’T FORGET 
ABOUT YOUR 

BRAND!



STEPS TO CREATE AN 
OMNICHANNEL STRATEGY



Example: If a paid campaign is performing well, then 
if the same campaign were recreated within organic 
listings it would do just as well. 

Key Considerations: 
• Demographics: Understand how different groups 

interact with each channel. 
• Keywords: Try to compare apples to apples and 

go after the already successful keywords from the 
paid campaign. 

• Landing Pages: Don’t make drastic changes –
keep them consistent to avoid too many 
confounding variables.

STEP 1: FORM YOUR 
HYPOTHESIS



• Use the Google Webmaster Tool Ranking data for 
all competitive keywords. 

• Go to Adwords for Paid Campaign Insights
• Use Tools like Soolve and AnswerThePublic for 

trending keywords
• Amazon and Social platforms can provide their 

own data insights.

STEP 2: KNOW 
WHERE THE DATA 

LIVES



• When you’ve identified the highest potential 
keywords, begin building your campaigns

• If paid traffic is going to the canonical pages you 
want ranked in organic the possibility of the pages 
ranking increases as social visibility increases as 
does the change of its being linked.

• Hint: Testing all data in paid campaigns first gives 
faster results .

STEP 3: RUN YOUR 
CAMPAIGN



• Data insights and data centralization is the key to 
solving retail problems. 

• To incorporate a omnichannel strategy the buyers 
journey must be mapped out.

• Then the strategy has to built optimizing each 
touch point for the customer needs.

• Optimizing and creating the brand consistency for 
message is next.

• Finally, measuring the various data points and 
KPIs like customer lifetime value, customer 
profitability and customers engagement is 
needed.

• Each channel has to be friction free and work 
together that is where the foundation of success 
will be built.

WRAPPING UP



VIEW ALL THE SESSIONS:

Invite Your Colleagues: 
www.netelixir.com/university/all-webinars/



FREE SEO ANALYSIS:
www.netelixir.com/contact/



QUESTIONS?
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